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3 Claims. (CI. 150-38) 

My invention relates to stitchless pocket secretaries 
and has for its principal objects to construct a simple, 
inexpensive and long-wearing pocket secretary which can 
be prepared from thin flexible material with one stroke 
of a die. The remaining work, such as folding and fasten 
ing together, can quickly be done by hand much quicker 
and cheaper than a pocket secretary having similar com 
partments which must be fitted together and sewed. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a 

pocket secretary of the stitchless type which provides 
more compartments for currency, papers, and small note 
pads, than heretofore have been available in stitchless 
pocket secretaries. 

With the foregoing and other objects in view, my in 
vention consists of certain novel features of construction 
and arrangement of parts, as will be more specifically 
referred to and illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 
It is to be understood that changes, variations, and modi 
fications may be resorted to which fall within the scope 
of the invention as claimed. 

In the accompanying drawings, forming a part of this 
specification, and in which like numerals are employed 
to designate like parts throughout the same: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of a blank, flexible sheet cut 
out to form a pocket secretary according to one form 
of this invention; 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 are views showing successive stages 
in which the pocket secretary walls are positioned in 
operation of folding the blank down in Figure 1 into the 
completed pocket secretary shown in the perspective view, 
Figure 4; 
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Figure 5 is a sectional view taken on the line 5-5 of 

Figure 3; 
Figure 6 is a sectional view taken on the line 6-6 of 

Figure 3; - 

Figure 7 is a sectional view taken on the line 7-7 of 
Figure 3; and 
Figure 8 is a plan view of a modification of a blank, 

flexible sheet cut out to form a pocket secretary accord 
ing to this invention. 

Referring now to the drawings and first to Figure 1, 
the numeral 10 designates generally a substantially rec 
tangular sheet which may be formed of leather or other 
suitable material. 
The sheet 10 is divided into six substantially rectangular 

walls 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 by transversely disposed, 
parallel fold lines 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21. 
Wall 12 contains pairs of transverse slots 22 and 23, 

parallel and adjacent to ends 24 and 25, respectively, 
of wall 12. A longitudinal slot 26 intermediate ends 
24 and 25 is contained in wall 12, adjacent to wall 11 
along fold line 17. 
Flaps 27 and 28, secured to ends 29 and 30, respec 

tively, of wall 13, have locking tongues 31 and 32 for 
engagement in slots 22 and 23, respectively, of wall 12. 

Flap 33, secured to end 34 of wall 14, has locking 
tongue 35 for engagement in transverse slots 36, parallel 
to end 37 of wall 15. Intermediate ends 37 and 38 of 
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wall 15 is slot 39 to be used to hold a small note pad, 
as will be explained below. The corner of wall 15 is cut 
away diagonally between fold line 21 and end 38, as 
shown by lines 40. 
The corner of wall 16, bounded by fold line 21 and 

end 41, is cut away as shown by lines 42, so as to extend 
above the cut-away corner of wall 15 when wall 16 is 
Superposed on wall 15 by folding wall 16. along fold line 
21. The relation of these cut-away corners when in 
superposed position is best shown in Figure 3. It will be 
noted that wall 16 is joined to wall 15 along fold line 
21 for about one-third of the length of said wall pro 
gressing from 43 toward cut-away corner 42. 

Considering now the assembly of this pocket secretary, 
Figure 2 shows walls 11 and 16 folded about fold lines 
17 and 21, respectively, so as to be superposed on walls 
2 and 15, respectively. Walls 12 and 15 are then folded 
about fold lines 18 and 20, respectively, so as to super 
pose walls 11 and 12 on 13 and 15 and 16 on 14, as 
shown in Figure 3. Locking tongues 31, 32 and 35 of 
flaps 27, 28 and 33, respectively, are next engaged in 
slots 22, 23 and 36, respectively, as shown in Figure 3. 
The pocket secretary is now assembled, and a small 

note pad A may be secured to the face of wall 5 by in 
serting the back cover of such pad into slot 39, as shown 
in Figure 6. The assembled pocket secretary may now . 
be bent along medial fold line 19, so as to be insertible in 
a pocket or other container. 
As now assembled, the pocket secretary has, as shown 

in Figure 5, compartment 44 between walls 11 and 13; 
compartment 45 between walls 11 and 12; and also, as 
shown in Figure 6, compartment 46 between walls 14 and 
16, and compartment 47 between walls 15 and 16. The 
entrance to compartment 44 is along fold line 7; the 
entrance to compartment 45 is through slot 26; the en 
trance to compartment 46 is along line 42; and the en 
trance to compartment 47 is along line 40. 
A modification of my invention is shown in Figure 8, 

in which a strap 48 is shown secured to and extending 
from end 49 of wall 14. Flap 50 is also secured to and 
extending from 49, and has locking tongue 51 for en 
gagement in transverse slots 52 of wall 15. A longi 
tudinal slot 53 intermediate ends 37 and 38 is contained 
in wall 15, adjacent to wall 16 along fold line 2i. The 
assembly of this modified form of my invention is sub 
stantially the same as the assembly described above, and 
as illustrated in Figures 1 to 4. 
Thus, I have provided an improved pocket secretary 

of the stitchless variety which will not separate due to 
the rotting or wearing of the threads, as is inherent in 
stitched billfolds, and which thereby has important ad 
vantages from both the point of view of the manufacturer 
as well as the user. 
The description of the foregoing invention is for the 

purpose of illustration only, and is not limiting to the 
scope of the invention as set forth in the claims wherein 
I claim: - - 

1. A stitchless pocket secretary comprising: a single 
substantially rectangular piece of thin flexible material 
foldable on transversely disposed parallel fold lines to 
form six consecutive walls, substantially rectangular and 
approximately of the same size and shape; the first wall 
being imperforate and foldable inwardly so as to lie be 
tween the second and third walls; the second wall being 
joined at each end of the common fold line to the first 
wall and having a pair of transverse, parallel slots ad 
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jacent each end thereof; the third wall being imperforate 
and having one longitudinal edge connected throughout 
its length to the second wall at the common fold line, 
and a flap extending from each end thereof, each of 
said flaps having a locking tongue engageable in one of 
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the pairs of parallel slots of said second wall; the fourth 
wall being imperforate and having one longitudinal edge 
connected throughout its length to the third wall at the 
common fold line, and a flap having a locking tongue 
and extending from one end thereof, said third and 
fourth walls serving as the outer walls of the completed 
Secretary when folded along their common fold line; the 
fifth wall having a transverse slot intermediate the ends, 
said fifth wall also having a pair of transverse slits adja 
cent one end and positioned to receive said locking tongue 
of the flap on said fourth wall, said fifth wall further 
having one corner on the end thereof opposite said pair 
of slits cut away on inclined lines toward the sixth wall, 
Said fifth wall being connected throughout its length to 
the fourth wall along one longitudinal edge at the com 
mon fold line, said sixth wall being imperforate and 
joined to the fifth wall at one end of the portion of the 
common fold line adjacent said pair of slits in the fifth 
wall, said sixth wall having one corner on the opposite 
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end thereof cut away on inclined lines toward the fifth 20 
wall, said sixth wall being foldable inwardly so as to lie 
between the said fourth and fifth walls. 

2. A stitchless pocket Secretary comprising a generally 
rectangular outer wall foldable about its longitudinal cen 
ter line, an intermediate wall foldably attached to each 
longitudinal edge of said outer wall for enclosure within 
said outer wall when the latter is folded, an inner wall 
foldably attached to the longitudinal edge of each inter 
mediate wall remote from its attachment to said outer 
wall, each intermediate wall and said outer wall having 
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tongue and slot connection means therebetween for se 
curing each intermediate wall in folded relation to said 
outer wall with its associated inner wall disposed in 
folded relation therebetween, the longitudinal edge of each 
inner wall attached to an intermediate wall being free 
from connection with said outer wall to provide an open 
ing for a compartment formed between each inner wall 
and said outer wall, and said secretary having a slot 
formed therein adjacent said longitudinal edge of each 
of said inner walls to provide an opening for a compart 
ment formed between each inner wall and its adjacent 
intermediate wall. 

3. A stitchless pocket secretary as defined in claim 
2 wherein one of said intermediate walls has one corner 
cut away on inclined lines toward the adjacent inner 
waii. 
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